
Dear Friend,

“Et tu, Brute?”

Shakespeare’s famous line from his tragedy Julius Caeser has become the penultimate literary
way to express shock and dismay at betrayal.  MIGIOP Chairwoman Kristina Karamo might well
utter “Et tu, Melinda?’ following the results of the January 6 fake Republican meeting and its
aftermath.

Melinda Pego is to Kristiana Karamo what Make Pence was to Donald Trump.



To be clear, the convention of criminals, occultists and personal glory seekers that claim to
have cast a vote on January 6 to remove Kristina might as well have been casting votes to elect
galactic emperor.  The media gave play to the sham because they love the ‘Republicans are
falling apart” narrative.  For Craig Mauger and his crew, this story is like a Christmas
subscription service and their direct contribution to chaos simply feeds the gloom and doom
messaging that their globalist masters desire.

MIGOP Chief Legal Counsel Dan Hartman provides the details of how and why the meeting held
on January 6 is a fraud here:

https://rumble.com/v45n633-migop-general-counsel-dan-hartman-provides-clarity-to-recent-
coup-attempts.html

Why is this happening, you may ask?

Kristina Karamo is an incorruptible warrior for election integrity.  The Michigan Republican
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Party has special legal standing to protect the 2024 election and the globalists CANNOT allow
Kristina to have access to those tools. 

Melinda Pego has been a disappointment as a co-Chair from the jump.  She was marginally
effective at the convention to elect Kristina but her inability to follow through on promises or
take on difficult projects ultimately let her on the sidelines.  But to be clear, Kristina did not
sideline Melinda as much as Melinda put herself on the side by simply being lazy. 

Kristina has been kind and lenient with Melinda and her traitorous ilk.  Unfortunately, they have
mistaken Kristina’s kindness for softness.  As much as it saddens Kristina, she is left with little
choice at this point but to enforce discipline.

The January 13 meeting of the Republican Party is a real meeting.  There are major issues to
discuss.  The removal of Melinda Pego from her office to make room for someone that cares
about winning elections in 2024 will need to be part of that agenda.

Over the next few days Kristina will be traveling around taking questions and you are all invited
to come and get answers.





If you have any comments or questions for MRP, please contact us at: info@puregrassroots.org

Yours in Service,

R. Morris Owens, J.D.  

Director of Communications for Michigan Republican Policy

P.S. Please forward this e-mail on to all the other activists in your network. 
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